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ABSTRACT
A preliminary survey has been made of the stable isotope composition of secondary carbonates in the Ogallala Group
of western Nebraska. The purpose of the study was to ascertain whether the isotopic signatures of calcareous paleosols in
the fine grained facies of the Ogallala and groundwater cements in gravel facies might provide a basis for stratigraphic correlation and/or paleoclimatic interpretation.
The groundwater cemented channel gravels are modestly depicted in IRO (0 180 = - 10%0) as compared to calcareous
paleo'sols (0 18 0 = -8.0 to -9.0%0)' Gravels of different age, however, have essentially identical isotopic signatures. The
isotopic variability within paleosols is about as great as the variability between palcosols. As a result, the mean isotopic values
for individual paleosols are not significantly different from one anothcr. Thus, stratigraphic correlation of paleosols based
on isotopic signatures will not be possible unless intensive vertical and lateral sampling capable of distinguishing small differences among paleosols is undertaken. Nevertheless, when the mean 0 18 0 values for individual paleosols are arranged in the
stratigraphic order proposed by Lugn (1939), they increase upsection from about -9.0%0 to -8.0%0' suggesting that the
pedogenic environment possibly became more arid through time. Unfortunately, this trend is not confirmed by a clear upsection increase in Ol3C values.

INTRODUCTION
Deposition of the Neogene Ogallala Group (or Formation of Darton, 1899) formed a vast plain, remnants of which
are preserved today in the High Plains from South Dakota
to southwestern Texas. The unit consists predominantly of
fluvial gravel, sand, silt and clay and eolian silt and clay.
Layers or lentils of bentonitic clay, lacustrine limestone and
diatomite, opaline chert, volcanic ash and buried calcareous soils occur locally in Ogallala Group sections (Frye,
1970). Because of their complex stratigraphy and sedimentology, there has been much discussion about the mode of
deposition of and stratigraphic rclationships among the Ogallala Group lithofacies. The simplest depositional model envisions the Ogallala Group as an immense composite fan that
spread eastward from the central and southern Rocky Mountains over a surface of low relief (Fenneman, 1931; Plummer, 1932). This model was abandoned when it was reported
that Ogallala Group strata onlap the underlying topography
from east to west (Smith, 1940), rather than from we~ to
east as required by the fan model. Instead, Smith (1940) proposed that Ogallala Group deposition began first in the eastern ends of paleovalleys and spread westward as the paleovalleys filled. Eventually the low divides between valleys were
buried and a coalescent alluvial surface was formed extending eastward from the base of the Rocky Mountains. On the
basis of this concept of a single cycle of gradual deposition,
various workers attempted to subdivide the Ogallala Group
into lithostratigraphic members (Frye et aI., 1956) and/or
floral zones (Frye and Leonard, 1959). Attempts also were

made at regional correlations based on lithostratigraphic
and/or floral subdivisions (Frye and Leonard, 1957a, 1959).
From cited floral evidence and the more frequent occurrence
of calcareous paleosols near the top of many sections, Frye
and Leonard (1965) argued that the Ogallala Group environment of deposition became progressively more arid
through time, culminating in the formation of a terminal
caliche cap rock across the High Plains.
The concept of a single cycle of gradual deposition for
the Ogallala Group has been demonstrated to be incorrect
in western Nebraska by Diffendal (1990, 1985, 1984a,
1984b) and in the Texas panhandle by Winkler (1990,1987)
and Gustavson and Winkler (1988). Winkler and Gustavson
recognized multiple alluvial cut and fill events, important
eolian deposition and multiple pedogenic calcretes or caliches
in the Texas Ogallala Group. Similarly, Diffendal (1985) put
forth evidence based on detailed field mapping and studies
of gravel clast composition that indicates the Ogallala Group
in western Nebraska was deposited during a series of cut and
fill events rather than in a single episode of progressive filling or fan deposition. Diffendal (1982) also noted that prominent ealiches occur, not just near the top but throughout the
Ogallala Group in Morrill County, Nebraska, and thus disputed the idea that the environment of deposition became
progressively more arid through time. Diffendal, however,
has not identified eolian deposits in the Ogallala Group of
western Nebraska.
Given the complexity of the Ogallala Group and the
divergence of opinion regarding its mode and environment
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Figure 1. Physiographic map of western Nehraska showinj: sample site locations and precipitation /)1"0 .cont~urs (!nset map). Northsouth line connecting sites 1,2,3 and 5 is line of section shown in Figure 3. Circled capital letters K and B Idenhfy Kmlball and Banner
counties respectively. Base map after DeGraw (1971). 0"0 contours after Sheppard et at. (1969) as modified by Drever (1988).

of deposition, it is important to examine all aspects of the
group that might shed light on its history. The stable isotope
composition of pedogenic soil carbonate depends at least
partly on the conditions of climate and vegetation that
prevailed during its deposition (Gardner, 1984; Cerling et
aI., 1977; Cerling, 1984). Thus. if the Ogallala Group indeed
was deposited under conditions of progressive aridity. then
each calcareous paleosol in a vertical sequence might have
a distinctive stable isotope signature which would reflect its
environmental conditions of formation and which might serve
as a tool for correlating it with paleosols in other sections.
The multiple calcareous paleosols in the Ogallala Group of
western Nebraska present an ideal opportunity to test these
possibilities. Accordingly, we have sampled and analyzed
calcareous soil horizons in several Ogallala Group sections
in Kimball and Banner counties (Fig. I) for this purpose.

98

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
The stratigraphically and topographically highest parts
of the Ogallala Group in western Nebraska occur in the southern panhandle. These beds crop out in places at the surface
of the Cheyenne Tableland, an upland part of the High Plains
that extends from this part of Nebraska into adjacent areas
of northeastern Colorado and southeastern Wyoming. The
Cheyenne Tableland in Nebraska (Fig. I) has an area of about
9,324 square kilometers and ranges in altitude from about
I, 100 m on the east to about 1,630 m along the border with
Wyoming (Condra, 1946). The Tableland is nearly flat except
where it has been incised by Lodgepole Creek, Lawrence
Fork, Rush Creek, Ash Hollow Creek, and their tributaries. Ogallala Group strata are also exposed along the valley
sides of these drainages.
Weather in this part of Nebraska is variable. Temperatures average about 8.3 °C and range from lows in winter
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of about -29°C to highs in summer of 38°C or more.
Precipitation falls generally in the form of snow in the winter and rain, principally during thunderstorms, in warmer
parts of the year. Average annual precipitation in the southern panhandle is about 43 cm/yr but ranges greatly from one
place to another and with elevation differences between valleys and uplands.
The type areas and typical exposures designated by Lugn
(1939) for the Ash Hollow Formation, the overlying so-called
"Sidney Gravel," and the uppermost "Kimball Formation"
of the Ogallala Group are located on the Cheyenne Tableland. While usage of the latter two unit names has been abandoned in favor of an expanded Ash Hollow Formation by
the geologists of the Nebraska Geological Survey, Conservation and Survey Division (Swinehart et aI., 1985; Diffendal, 1990), the concepts of the "Sidney" and "Kimball"
and their supposed modes of formation have affected the
thinking of many geologists since Lugn's work on these parts
of the Ogallala Group.

DESCRIPTION AND RECOGNITION OF PALEOSOLS
Three types of calcareous lithofacies occur in the Ogallala Group. The most common is caliche, to which has been
attributed a pedogenic origin (Swineford et aI., 1958; Reeves,
1970). The primary evidence that the Ogallala Group caliches
indeed were formed by pedogenic processes is their close
resemblance to well-developed petrocalcic aridisols found
beneath modern landscapes in arid and semi-arid climates.
Comparable features include the general downward decrease
in carbonate cementation through the profile, similarity of
texture between the insoluble residue of the calcareous
horizons and the underlying non-calcareous parent material
(Gardner, 1972), the presence of laminatcd structures and/or
recemented breccia in the upper part of the petrocalcic horizon (calcrete), and the presence of nodular zones and boxwork structures in the less-well cemented transition horizon.
In addition, Wright (1987) has conducted an intensive petrographic examination of the microfabric of caliches from the
study area and, in most, observed micro-features indicative
of subaerial origin (opaline rhizoliths [fossil root coatings],
glaebules, alveolar texture and circum-granular cracking;
Estaban and Klappa, 1983). Collectively these macro- and
micro-features argue against a lacustrine origin as does the
absence of fossil aquatic fauna or flora within or adjacent
to these calcareous zones. The flora found in associated sediments (Frye and Leonard, 1957b) is dominated by prairie
grasses (e.g., Berriochloa spp.), forbes (e.g., Biorbiaiossilia) and the hackberry tree, Celtis willistollii. This assemblage is indicative of a semi-arid prairie environment with
perhaps riparian woodlands along major streams, similar to
the present. The characteristics of these paleosols also are
not likely to have formed as a result of carbonate precipitation from the capillary fringe of a near-surface water table
as the constraints of a sparse hydrologic budget and the oxidized reddish color of the parent materials argue against longterm, near-surface saturation. The absence of A and Bt
horizons above these paleosols can be explained by the fact

that such horizons are not very thick or well-developed in
some aridisols, may be engulfed by upward growth of the
petrocalcic horizon or, in an environment of fluvial deposition such as the Ogallala Group, largely eroded.
Coarse gravel facies in the Ogallala Group also commonly are cemented with carbonate. This carbonate, however, does not appear to have had a pedogenic origin, as
recemented breccia, laminated structures and rhizoliths are
absent. Instead the cement is more or less evenly distributed
throughout the entire thickness of gravel and, where variation in cementation occurs, it appears to be related to variation in clastic texture and thus original permeability. Accordingly this cement probably was deposited from ground waters
seeping through these originally permeable deposits. Similar calcareous ground-water cements also are common in
basal eolian sections in Texas (T. Gustavson, personal communication, 1991).
The least common calcareous facies in the Ogallala
Group is diatomaceous marl/freshwater limestone, which was
not encountered in our study areas. These light gray marls
and limestones range from soft to hard and locally contain
volcanic glass shards and/or ash lentils along with abundant
diatoms, some ostracods and shells or molds of aquatic gastropods (Frye and Leonard, 1959).
It also should be noted that the sands and coarse gravels
in which pcdogenic and ground-water carbonates were
deposited have little, if any, detrital carbonate (Stanley and
Benson, 1979; Diffendal, 1982). Thus the isotopic signatures
of these secondary carbonates are not likely to be significantly contaminated by a detrital component.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
Calcareous horizons in the Ogallala Group were sampled at four sites in Kimball and Banner counties (Figs. I
and 2). Site I (Figs. I and 3) is at the first of the typical
exposures of the so called "Kimball Formation" of the Ogallala Group (Lugn, 1938, 1939). This upper part of the Ogallala Group consists of reddish to gray sand, silt and clay with
local lentils of pebbly sand. Several calcareous paleosols are
present at this site. We have sampled the two uppermost
paleosols (designated as KI and K2 in Tables I and 2)
exposed near the intersection of Nebraska state highway 71
and a Kimball County road, about 3.3 km south of Kimball,
Nebraska. Three samples were taken at approximately 30
cm intervals (vertically) from each paleosol. The uppermost
paleosol differs from those lower in this section in that it
is more densely cemented, has pisolitic structures in its uppermost part and lacks rhizoliths. Its density, induration, pisolitic structures and brecciated fabric resemble those found
in the cap rock caliches (calcretes) of the southern High
Plains. In the classification scheme of Gile et al. (1966) this
paleosol clearly has reached Stage IV in the accumulation
of carbonate cement. As it appears to support some of the
highest ridges in Kimball County, this locally uppermost
paleosol might be equivalent to the terminal Ogallala Group
cap rock all uded to by Frye and Leonard (1965). In contrast,
the lower lying paleosols in the Kimball section are less indurated, not brecciated, and usually exhibit rhizoliths.
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It was noted above that the "Kimball Formation "of
Lugn is no longer recognized as a mappable unit of the Ogallala Group (Swinehart et aI., 1985). Diffendal (1985) has
shown that some channel gravels, previously mapped as part
of the supposedly underlying Sidney Gravel (Lueninghoener
and Lugn, 1933?), in fact overlie beds that were mapped as
part of the' 'Kimball Formation." Diffendal now prefers to
informally call deposits previously mapped as "Kimball"
and "Sidney" parts of a valley fill complex of the Ash Hollow Formation. Two coarse channel gravels of different ages
occur in the Ash Hollow Formation valley fill complex in
part of Banner County (Fig. 2). The older channel gravel
rests discomformably on both older Ash Hollow Formation
fill complex and the Oligocene Brule Formation and is locally
overlain by beds and paleosols of a younger and fine-grained
part of the fill complex. The younger channel gravel, in turn,
cuts across the older channel gravel as well as the younger
fine-grained fill complex (Fig. 2). The fine-grained fill complex thus has a wide range in age and exhibits complex stratigraphic relationships with the channel gravels.
Four calcareous paleosols in the fine-grained fill complex 'at another of Lugn's (1939) typical exposures of the
"Kimball" were sampled on the Van Pelt Ranch in southern Banner County (SW1I4 NW1I4 SE1I4 Sect. 25, T. I8N.,
R. 56W.; Figs. 2 and 3, Site 2). Each paleosol (designated
as VI, V2, V3 and V4 in Tables 1 and 2) is approximately
one meter thick and separated from adjacent soils by several
meters of uncemented sand and silt with no preserved
sedimentary structures. These paleosols are moderately well

indurated and contain rhizoliths similar to those found in the
lower paleosol at Site 1. In the elassification scheme of Gile
et al. (1966) they lie between Stages III and IV. Three to
four samples were taken from each paleosol at about 30 cm
intervals.
As two different age gravels are recognized by their
cross-cutting relationship, we sampled each in order to ascertain whether their cements have distinct isotopic signatures
that might be useful for correlation. The older channel gravel
(designated as V21 in Tables 1 and 2) was sampled at Site
3 (NWII4 NElI4 NWI/4 Sect. 25, T. 18N., R. 56W.; Figs.
2 and 3) on the Van Pelt Ranch. Three samples were taken
at about one, two and three meters above the contact between
the gravel and the underlying Brule Formation. Interestingly,
the Brule Formation at this site is cemented with nodular
caliche (designated as V22 in Tables 1 and 2) just below the
contact, and thus was sampled in order to compare its isotopic signature with those from the Ogallala Group. The
younger channel gravel (designated as FI in Tables 1 and
2) was sampled at Site 4 (NE1I4 NE1I4 NEl/4, Sect. 18,
T. 18N., R. 54W.; Fig. 2) on the Faden Ranch. Again, three
samples were taken at about one meter intervals. At this site
the underlying Brule was poorly exposed but did not appear
to be cemented with calcium carbonate.
Finally in order to compare Ogallala-age secondary carbonates with more recent pedogenic carbonate, three samples of powdery caliche were obtained from Holocene sandy
silt (loess?) exposed in a road cut at Site 5 (NEl/4 NEl/4
NE1/4, Sect. 26, T. 19N., R.56W.; Figs. 1 and 3) about

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL DETERMINATIONS
DATE

SAMPLE

LCCAT

1I0lHZON

fOHM

FACIES

I\GE

DHYCOI,

(g CIII

7-31-09
7-31-09
7-31-89
7-31-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-09
0-1-09
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89
8-1-89

1\

B
C
D
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
II
J

K
L
M
N
0
P
Q

R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

z

AA

BB

cc

III\R1US
IIARIUS
IIARHIS
IIAIUUS
KIMBAL
KIMBAL
KIMBAI,
KIMBAL
KIMBAl,
KIMBAL
VIIN!'l.l
VANPl.l
VANPL1
VANPf,l
VANPL1
VANPL1
VANPL1
VANPL1
VANPL1
VANPL1
VANPLl
VANPL1
VANPU
VANP1,?
VANPI,2
VANPI,2
VANPL2
VIINPL2
VANPL2
FADDEN
FADDEN
FADDEN

III

111
H1
H2
K1
K1
K1
K2
K2
K2
V1
v1
VI
V2
V2
V2
V3
V3
V3
V4
V4
V4
V4
V21
V21
V21
V22
V22
V22
Fl
Fl
F1

WFSS
WI;;5S
lOESS
BHULE
OGALA
OGI\I JI
OGAlA
OGALA
OGALA
OGI\IJI
oc.IIl.JI
OGIILJI
OGI\IJI

OGIIlJl
OGl\lA
OGI\I.A
OGAIA
OGAIA
OGI\IA
OGIIlA
OGAlA
OGALA
OCALA
OGAIJI
OGAlJI
OCIllJl
BRULE
BRULE
BIUJI.E
OGl\lJl
OCALA
OCAf.A

SILT
SII:r
SILT
ASII
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SI\ND
SAND
SIIND
SI\ND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SI\ND
__SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
GHAV
Gl1J\V
GRAV
ASH
IISI1
IISI1
Gl1J\V
Gl1J\V
Gl1J\V

CI\C03

BULKD~
)

1l0I1X:

1I0lOC
1I00OC
OlJ:X;C

MIOCI;;
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCr::
~lIl.CI':

MIOCI,
MlOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCI;;
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE:
MIOCE:
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
MIOCE
OJIXT.
Olec£:.
Ol.oc;c

10Yll7/3
2.48
10YHG/3
2.59
10Yll7/6
1. 64
2.23
10YR6/3
7.5YR6/6 1. 53
7. 5yrrl /5 1.04
J Dyno/ 1
1.90
JOYnO/2
1.00
lOYH7/4
1. 52
2.5YHO/2 1.63
5Y8/2
1.50
5Y8/3
1.51
5Y7/2
1. 79
5Y7/3
1.61
5Y8/3
1. 70
5Y7/4
1.94
5YO/2
2.01
5Y8/2
1.84
7.5YR7/2 1. 33
10YR7/1
2.24
7.5YH8/2 2.33
7.5YR8/2 2.28
10YR7/2
2.19
lOYH7/3
1.26
2.5Y7/2
1.92

MlCX:E
MIOCE
MIOCE
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(wt%)

17.6
15.3
14.0
1.0
92.3
64.4
75.8
53.8
70.0
37.2
OJ.4
70.1
55.8
47.0
31.4
13.2
39.6
23.4
20.9
32.3
47.1
33.1
11.6
18.3
52.3
34.0
59.3
<1.0
53.5
34.2
34.0
31.0

OlBPDB
( /00)
-9.86
-9.91
-9.43
-9.98
-7.86
-8.46
-7.97
-8.50
-9.09
-7.97
-0.10
-0.72
-8.89
-9.08
-8.39
-9.72
-8.73
-9.20
-0.03
-8.88
-8.51
-9.30
-9.84
-9.49
-10.10
-10.32
-8.11
-15.17
-7.08
-10.26
-10.15
-9.85

C13PDB
(°/00)
-4.52
-3.38
-3.85
-4.67
-4.52
-5.96
-3.99
-5.90
-5.62
-6.01
-J.94
-5.38
-4.07
-5.31
-4.62
-5.50
-4.22
-5.08
-4.95
-5.40
-6.30
-6.12
-6.48
-4.41
-4.58
-4.44
-4.57
-10.97
-5.44
-5.04
-5.32
-4.16
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two Jan north of Harrisburg, Nebraska. Here caliche has been
deposited in the basal part of the sandy silt (designated as
HI) and along fractures in the uppermost parts of the underlying Brule Formation from which one sample was taken
(designated as H2 in Table I).
Figure 3 presents a generalized cross section across Kimball and Banner counties showing the relationship of sample
sites to stratigraphy and topography. Samples (100 to 500
gm) were collected in plastic bags. During sampling, paleosol
outcrops were trimmed back several inches or more in order
to obtain the freshest material possible and thereby minimize
any alteration of isotope signatures that may have resulted
from exposure to the modern weathering environment. In
the laboratory each sample was described in terms of color
(Kollmorgen Corp., 1975), grain size, texture, structure, and
coherence. Descriptions of coherent hand samples are given
in Appendix I. Sample bulk density was determined by
weighing water-saturated samples in air and submerged in
water, and reweighing oven-dried (1 10°C) samples in air.
Bulk densities of samples from Sites 4 and 5 were not measured because they were either too friable to be collected as
hand specimens (Site 5) or so indurated and coarse grained
that they could be collected only as assemblages of small
chips (Site 4). Prior to bulk density determination poorly
cemented hand samples were sprayed with a 2 % solution of
polyvinyl alcohol cement to prevent disaggregation in water.
Following bulk density measurement, samples were pulverized in a tungsten carbide, ring-and-puck shatter box. The
CaC0 3 content of samples was determined by measuring the
CO 2 pressure produced by reaction of a weighed (oven dry)
amount of sample with phosphoric acid in a constant-volume
reaction vessel (Jones and Kaiteris, 1983).
For stable isotope analyses, approximately 4.0 mg of
sample was loaded into acid-cleaned stainless-steel boats.
Priorto isotopic analysis the samples were roasted for one
hour under vacuum at 370°C to drive off any organic carbon that might be present. Isotopic measurements were performed in a Micromass 602D mass spectrometer on CO 2
released from the carbonate sample upon reaction with 100%
orthophosphoric acid at 60°C (Shackleton, 1973). The isotopic ratios are reported as relative per mil deviations from
those of the PDB standard (Urey et aI., 1951):

o (%0)

= (R, - R,,)/R""H x 1000
(1)
16
18
where R is the 0/ 0 or DC/12C ratio; and Sand PDB indicate sample and PDB standards respectively. Based on many
replicate measurements of a finely pulverized, nearly pure
marble reference sample, the analytical precision is estimated
to be ± 0.1%0 (1.0 0') for both 0180 and ODC.
RESULTS
Analytical results are summarized in Table I. As can
be seen 0 180 values range from -7.1%0 to -10.3%0 while
ODC values range from -3.4%0 to -6.5%0' In order to ascertain whether the mean values for the various horizons differ
from one another, Duncan's Multiple Range Tests (SAS Institute, 1979) were run on the oxygen and carbon isotope data.
Results of these tests are given in Table 2. The horizons
means for the 0180 data fall into five groupings. Group A
102

includes the uppermost, d~nse petrocalcic paleosol from Site
land the nodular caliche in the Brule Formation at the base
of the older Ogallala Group gravel channel fill (at Site 3).
The two members of this group are isotopically enriched in
0180 as compared to members of the other groups. Groups
B, C, and D broadly overlap and are comprised of calcareous paleosols from the Van Pelt Ranch (Site 2), the lower
paleosol from the first typical exposure of the "Kimball"
at Site I and possibly the caliche from the Holocene sandy
siltat the Harrisburg site (Site 5). Group E has the most negative 0 180 values and consists of the two Ogallala Group channel gravels and possibly the Holocene silt. The channel
gravels in particular are isotopically very similar and have
nearly identical means. If the uppermost pisolitic paleosol
at Site I indeed marks the top of the Ogallala Group as
defined by Lugn (1938) and if, accordingly, the paleosols
at Site I lie stratigraphically higher than those at the Van
Pelt Ranch (Site 2), then, with the exception of the reversal
ofV2 and V3, the horizon means are arranged in stratigraphic
order with the isotopically lightest horizon (V4) at the base
and the heaviest (K 1) at the top. If this is indeed the correct
stratigraphic order, then the upward trend in 180 enrichment
might be an indication of increasing aridity during the deposition of the fine-grained parts of the fill complex.
The horizon means for the ODC data fall into four groupings which broadly overlap one another. The Holocene silt
(HI) is heaviest whereas the lowermost paleosol at the Van
Pelt Ranch (V4) is lightest. Stratigraphic trends in the mean
Ol3C values of paleosols at Sites 1 and 2 are not as clear as
they are for the 0 18 0 data. The ODC signatures of the two
channel gravels overlap in Groups A and B suggesting that
they are not significantly different. Their ODC signatures,
however, do not overlap as closely as their 0 180 signatures.

DISCUSSION
The time required for an aridisol to reach Stage III or
IV in carbonate accumulation and morphological development is typically on the order of 100,000 to 1,000,000 years
(Gardner, 1972; Machette, 1985). Since pedogenic carbonate
accumulates as a long-term batching process, isotopic variations caused by climatic fluctuations of shorter duration tend
to be averaged out as the soil develops (Gardner, 1984). The
process is analogous to adding aliquots of water with varying salinity to a well-mixed vat such that as the vat fills its
salinity approaches the average of the individual aliquots.
Thus it should be emphasized that in a study such as this
only broad, long-term (> 1,000,000 years) trends are likely
to be detected.
The 180 composition of pedogenic carbonate is determined by the temperature and isotopic composition of soil
water. The isotopic composition of the soil water in turn is
controlled by the isotopic composition of the precipitation
that enters the soil and the extent to which the soil water is
subsequently enriched in 180 by evaporation (Gardner,
1984). Transpiration is not thought to affect the isotopic composition of soil water. An increase in soil temperature by
itself would produce pedogenic carbonate with more negative values of 0 180. However in continental interiors an
increase in air temperature causes the 0180 of precipitation
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TABLE 2. RESULTS OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE
RANGE TESTS ON STABLE ISOTOPE DAT A.
MEANS WITH SAME GROUP LETTER ARE NOT
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
N

HORIZON

MEAN

GROUPING

oxygen isotope data

Brule calcrete
(V22)
Kimball terminal calcrete(Kl)
Kimball second paleosol
(K2)
Van Pelt first paleosol (Vl)
Van pelt third paleosol
(V3)

-7.60
-8.10
-8.52
-8.60

A
A

-8.92

Van Pelt second paleosol

(V2)

-9.06

Van Pelt fourth paleosol (V4)

-9.13

BCD
C D
C D
E C D

Harrisburg loess
Van Pelt channel gravel

(Hl)
(V21)

Fadden channel gravel

(Fl)

-9.73
-9.97
-10.09

B C
B C

E
E

Carbon isotope data

Harrisburg loess
Van Pelt channel gravel
Van Pelt first paleosol

(HI)
(V21)
(Vl)

Van Pelt third paleosol

(VJ)

Kimball terminal calcrete(Kl)

-3.92

A

-4.48

A B

-4.73
-4.75
-4.82

ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

Fadden channel gravel

(Fl)

-4.84

Brule calcrete
Van Pelt second paleosol
Kimball second paleosol
Van Pelt fourth paleosol

(V22)
(V2)
(K2)
(V4)

-5.01
-5.14

D B C

-5.84

D

-6.08

D

C

to increase by about 0.2%0 °CI (I.A.E.A., 1969, 1970).
This effect largely offsets the purely temperature-dependent
fractionation effect. Thus to produce an increase in the 0 18 0
of pedogenic carbonate under a regime of progressive aridity
associated with rising air and soil temperatures, requires an
increase in the fraction of precipitation entering the soil that
evaporates (i.e. an increase in the evaporation factor). If we
assume that the Holocene caliche in the sandy silt near Harrisburg formed under modern conditions of temperature (8.3
0c) and precipitation 0 18 0 (-12 %0, Fig. I), then its 0 18 0
signature (-9.73%0) implies a modern evaporation factor of
about 0.1 (see Fig. 6 in Gardner, 1984). If the terminal calcrete at Site I formed at a temperature of IS °C to 20°C
and a precipitation effect of 0.2%0 °C-I, its isotopic signature implies a precipitation a18 0 of - II %0 to - 10%0 and
an evaporation factor of about 0.4. For comparison, the isotopic signature of cap rock caliches on the LaMesa surface
(New Mexico) and on Mormon Mesa (Nevada) suggest formation under evaporation factors of 0.6 and 0.8, respectively
(Gardner, 1984), assuming modern conditions of rainfall isotopic compositon and temperature at these sites. These calcretes have dense, brecciated fabrics similar to the supposed
"terminal Kimball" calcrete and like the "Kimball" calcrete
are devoid of rhizoliths. Thus the similarity of the "terminal Kimball" calcrete to caprock caliches in the arid southwestern United States and its somewhat more positive 18 0
signature as compared to paleosols lower in the Ogallala section are the main reasons for believing that it may have
formed in a climate somewhat more arid than that of the
region today.
The I3C composition of pedogenic carbonate at a particular site depends on the interplay of three factors: I} the
relative proportions of C - 3 (013C == - 26%0) and C-4
(o13C == - 13%0) plant biomass, 2} the rate of soil respiration and 3) the rate of diffusive exchange of CO 2 between
the soil air and the atmosphere. Calcite formed in isotopic
equilibrium with CO 2 is about 10%0 heavier than the gas.
Temperature has only a weak effect on this fractionation.
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Although C-4 plants are generally better adapted to water
stress, most desert plants in the southwestern United States
fall into the C - 3 category. Nonetheless the modern prairie
vegetation of western Nebraska is dominated by C-4
grasses. Thus the isotopic composition of soil CO 2 should
range from atmospheric (-7.0%0) at the surface to about
-20.0%0 (± 5.0%0) at depth depending on whether C-3
or C -4 p,lants dominate. High rates of soil respiration will
inhibit the diffusive penetration of isotopically heavy
atmospheric CO 2 , particularly if C - 3 plants are dominant.
High soil moisture and low porosity will also inhibit the
penetration of atmospheric CO 2 , As moisture content and
respiration may vary seasonally, the vertical profile of soil
CO 2 composition also may vary seasonally. Since soil moisture strongly governs plant production, and thus soil respiration rates in arid regions, increasing aridity should result
in greater penetration of atmospheric CO 2 and thus pedogenic CaC0 3 that is enriched in I3C as well as 18 0. This
expected correlation between 13C and 0 18 0 (Cerling et aI.,
1977; Cerling and Hay, 1986) has been documented in soil
carbonates along an elevation (=moisture) gradient in Kyle
Canyon, Nevada (Amundson et aI., 1989) but is not apparent in the Ogallala Group paleosols. Our failure to clearly
observe the expected correlation betwcen Ol3C and 018 0 in
the Ogallala Group paleosols may be the result of the large
within-horizon variability obscuring a weak upsection environmental gradient. If so, more intensive sampling might
bring it to light. At present, however, the isotopic evidence
for progressive aridity during deposition of the upper Ash
Hollow Formation of the Ogallala Group is somewhat
ambiguous.
As noted earlier, the coarse channel gravels are distinctly
depleted in 18 0 as compared to the paleosols. There are two
reasons why this might be expected if the carbonate was
precipitated from groundwater seeping through the gravel.
First, in a semi-arid region of low relief, the streams that
deposited the gravels may have been influent (i.e. losing
water). If so, the gravels may have been recharged largely
during periods of flooding such that there was little opportunity for evaporation to enrich the rapidly infiltrating water
before it penetrated into the deeper part of the gravel. Second, the gravel may have been recharged by water that
entered the aquifer up gradient (i.e. to the west) from the
sample sites. Since modern precipitation becomes progressively depleted in 18 0 as one approaches the Rocky Mountain (Fig. 1), the 018 0 of the water that recharged the channel gravel may have been more negative than that of local
precipitation which governed the isotopic composition of the
paleosols. If a gradient in the isotopic composition of precipitation existed during Ogallala Group time, then we should
expect to find a westward depletion of 018 0 in both paleosols
and channel gravels.

a

SUMMARY
A preliminary survey has been made of the stable isotope composition of secondary carbonates in the Ogallala
Group of western Nebraska. The purpose of the study was
to ascertain whether the isotopic signatures of calcareous
paleosols and cemented channel gravels might provide a
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means for stratigraphic correlation and/or environmental
interpretation. The groundwater cemented channel gravels
are modestly depleted in 18 0 (0 180 == -10%0) as compared
to calcareous paleosols (0 180 == -8.0 to -9.0%0). Gravels
of different age, however, have essentially identical isotopic
signatures. The isotopic variability within paleosols is about
as great as the variability between paleosols. As a result, the
mean isotopic values for individual paleosols are not significantly different from one another. However, when the mean
0180 values for individual paleosols are arranged in the stratigraphic order assumed by Lugn (1939), they increase upsection from about -9.0%0 to -8.00/00' suggesting that the pedogenic environment possibly became more arid through time.
Unfortunately this trend is not confirmed by a clear upsection increase in Ol3C values.
Further isotopic study of secondary carbonates in the
Ogallala Group will require intensive vertical and lateral sampling in order to distinguish differences among paleosols with
large internal variability. In addition to providing information on the environmental conditions that prevailed during
deposition and pedogenesis, such data might resolve some
of the stratigraphic problems posed by Ogallala Group
lithofacies. Among these are I) stratigraphic correlations
among the "Kimball" typical exposures, 2) the temporal
relationship of caliche in the Brule Formation at the base of
the Ogallala Group to paleosols in the fill complex and 3)
the stratigraphic source of calcrete megaclasts observed in
some exposures of coarse channel gravels (Diffendal, 1984b).
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APPENDIX 1
DESCRIPTION OF OGALLALA SAMPLES
SECTION AT NEB 71 AND COUNTY ROAD 30,3.3 KM
SOUTH OF KIMBALL, NEB (SITE I)

8-1-89 A (HORIZON KI)
Dense, hard, massive calcrctc. Slightly tabular at outcrop scale but essentially structureless to vcry crudcly laminated in hand speciman. Color on fresh fractures is very pale
to pale brown (lOYR 7/3 to 6/3). Surfaces exposed to
weathering appear pitted and are covered with soft, white
caliche. Calcrete may be in the process of disintegration via
weathering. Largest visible siliclasts are a few fine to mcdium
scattered quartz grains, subrounded. No visible rhizoliths.
A is about 2.0 feet lower than 8-1-89B.

8-1-89 B (HORIZON Kl)
Dense, hard, massive calcrete, blocky to roughly tabular in outcrop. Color on fresh fractures is pale brown (I OYR
6/3). Natural hair line fractures have film of soft, white
caliche. Surfaces exposed to weathering are pitted and coatcd
with soft to semi-indurated, white caliche. Some of this carbonate is finely laminated (about 1.00 mm thick) and forms
concentric onion skin structure similar to spheroidal weathering. Calcrete may be in process of dissolution under prescnt
regime of weathering. Some fractures are stained red suggestive of iron mobilization and oxidation. No visiblc
rhizoliths. 8-1-89B is from the highest exposed calcrete in
this area. It is overlain by I to 2 feet of dark, loamy soil
(mollisol) .

8-1-89 C (HORIZON KI)
Soft, somewhat clayey, caliche, essentially structure less,
no rhizoliths. Color is yellow (lOYR 7/6). Largest siliclasts
are medium sand (about 0.5 mm), mostly subroundcd qual1z.
About 4.0 feet below A.

8-1-89 E (HORIZON K2)
Semi-indurated, massive to slightly laminated caliche.
Esscntially structureless but contains a few indistinct fine
rhizoliths. Color is reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) where less
cemented to very pale brown (lOYR 7/3) where strongly
ccmcnted. Largcst siliclasts are generally medium sand with
a few coarse sand grains. Mostly subroundeci quartz and
some varicolored rock fragments. Medium sand grains are
fairly abundant. About 2 feet below 8-1-89 D.

8-1-89 F (HORIZON K2)
Soft, friable, massive caliche with a few fine rhizoliths.
Color is reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/5) to pink (7.5YR 7/4)
whcrc slightly morc cemented. Largest siliclast grains are
coarsc sand (1 to 2 mm) consisting of fairly abundant
subrounded quartz and some varicolored rock fragments.
There are also numerous brown (7.5YR 5/4) coarse sandsize clasts of mudstone up to 4 mm in diameter. They are
gcnerally well rounded. About 2 feet below 8-1-89 E.

SECTION AT V AN PELT RANCH, BANNER COUNTY
(SITE 2)

8-1-89 G (HORIZON VI)
This sample is from the uppermost calcrete horizon at
Van Pelt Ranch (SW1I4 NW1I4 SEI/4 Sect. 25, Tl8N,
R56W). Massive to very crudely laminated or platy calcrete.
Laminations, where present, are very indistinct and discontinuous, about 2 mm thick. Portions of the specimen are
slightly vuggy and have a botryoidal surface texture (on a
scale of about 1 mm). Largest siliclastic grains are medium
sand size (0.5 mm) and consist mostly of subrounded quartz.
Color is white (lOYR 81l to 8/2). No distinct fine rhizoliths
are visiblc but there may be several remnants of indistinct
large rhizoliths (l cm dia.). Parent material for samples G,
H, and J is reddish silt-sand. Color wet = lOYR 6/4.

8-1-89 D (HORIZON K2)
Sample is about 40 ft. stratigraphically bclow 8-1-89 B
and about 0.25 miles north of 8-1-89C. Hard, well-induratcd
calcrete, massive in hand specimen but tabular to pl~lty in
outcrop. No rhizoliths visible. Fresh fractures are pale brown
(lOYR 6/3). Natural fractures and partings are coated with
film (about 1.0 mm thick) of soft to scmi-induratcd white
caliche, some of which is finely laminated. Some exposed
surfaces are slightly pitted. Largest siliclasts are medium sand
(0.5 mm), are fairly abundant, and composed mostly of
sub rounded quartz and some varicolored crystalline rock
fragments. It is part of the next lower cemented ledge that
is traceable across the local landscape.

8-1-89 H (HORIZON VI)
Tabular to coarsely laminated, well-indurated calcrete.
Subhorizontal laminations are about I mm thick in hand
specimen and laterally continuous for about 5-10 cm. Tabular units consisting of I mm laminations are about 2-3 em
thick with lateral dimensions of about 10 cm. Laminations
altcrnate in color between white (lOYR 8/2) and very pale
brown (lOYR 7/3). Hair line fractures cutting laminations
are coated with black substance (Mn02?)' No rhizoliths can
be seen in laminated material. Some remnants of
megarhizoliths (l cm diameter) may be present on tabular
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surfaces. Visible siliclasts are in the medium sand size fraction with only a few scattered coarse sand clasts. About 2
feet below 8-1-89 G.

ble siliclasts are medium to slightly coarse sand. Coarser
clasts are quartz and varicolored rock fragments, subrounded
to subangular. Color of caliche is pale yellow (SY 7/3 to 8/3).
Fizzes readily in HC1. About 2 feet below 8-1-89 N.

8-1-89 J (HORIZON VI)
Soft, structureless caliche, somewhat clayey. No visible rhizoliths. Largest visible siliclasts are fine to medium
sand (0.4 mm), mostly quartz. Color moist is very pale
brown (lOYR 7/4). About I.S feet below 8-1-89 H.

8-1-89 K (HORIZON V2)
Massive, somewhat porous calcrete or strongly cemented
caliche with a few rhizoliths(?). Largest visible siliclasts are
medium sand, mostly quartz. Color is white (2.SYR 8/2).
A few thin joints with carbonate. Tabular structure at outcrop scale. About 10 feet below 8-1-89 J.

8-1-89 L (HORIZON V2)
Massive, moderately-cemented to slightly friable
caliche. Numerous fine to medium rhizoliths. Siliclasts are
medium to fine sand with some scattered coarse sand grains.
Larger grains are mostly subrounded to subangular quartz
with some varicolored rock fragments. Color is white (SYR
812) to pale yellow (5Y 8/3). Color wet (SY 6/3). About 1.5
feet below 8-1-89 K.

8-1-89 M (HORIZON V2)
Massive, weakly indurated to friable caliche. Moderate
number of rhizoliths, mostly O.S mm in diameter but some
larger. Clastic silicate grains are in the fine to medium size
range (max size < 0.2S mm). Fizzes readily. Many
rhizoliths were visible in outcrop. Mostly pale yellow (SY
8/3). Rhizoliths are almost pure white. About 2.0 feet below
8-1-89 L.

8-1-89 N (HORIZON V3)
Massive, well cemented caliche with irregular thin seams
of calcrete. Many fine rhizoliths (O.S mm diameter). Visible siliclasts range up to very coarse sand (2 mm). Coarse
grains are moderately abundant and consist dominantly of
angular to subrounded quartz along with some varicolored
rock fragments. Caliche is pale yellow (SY 8/3 or 7/3). Calcrete is grey to light grey (SY 6/1 or 711). Rhizoliths are
pure white. About IS feet below 8-1-89 M.

8-1-89 0 (HORIZON V3)
Massive, moderately cemented to slightly friable caliche.
Moderately abundant fine to medium size rhizoliths. Visi108

8-1-89 P (HORIZON V3)
_Weakly indurated to soft, friable, massive caliche with
some fine rhizoliths. Largest visible siliclasts are medium
to coarse sand (I mm). A few fossil hackberry endocarps
present. Color is white (SY 812) to pale yellow (SY 8/3).
Color wet SY 6/3. About 2 feet below 8-1-89 O.

8-1-89 Q (HORIZON V4)
Massive, semi-indurated caliche with some hard seams
of calcrete. Few, if any, rhizoliths. Mostly pale yellow (SY
7/4). Many sand-size (I mm), varicolored rock fragments,
rounded to angular. Fizzes readily with dilute HC I. Some
rhizoliths were visible in the general outcrop. Rhizoliths are
about O.S mm in diameter. Color wet (SY 7/3). About 4 feet
below 8-1-89 P.

8-1-89 R (HORIZON V4)
Massive to very crudely laminated calcrete. Laminations
about 2-S mm thick. No clearly visible rhizoliths. Largest
visible siliclasts are coarse sand (1-2 mm), mostly sub rounded
to subangular quartz with many varicolored rock fragments.
Color is white (SY 8/2) to pale yellow (SY 8/3). Color wet
(SY 7/3). About 2 feet below 8-1-89 Q.

8-1-89 S (HORIZON V4)
Massive, semi-indurated caliche, slightly friable. Essen- .
tially structureless and devoid of rhizoliths. Largest siliclasts
are very coarse sand 2-3 mm. Mostly sub rounded quartz with
some varicolored rock fragments. Color is white to pale yellow (SY 811 to 812). Some rhizoliths are visible at outcrop
scale. Color wet (SY 7/3). About 2.S feet below 8-1-89 R.

8-1-89 T (HORIZON V4)
Very soft, friable caliche. Structureless and massive. No
clearly visible rhizoliths. Texture is sandy with largest
siliclasts about 2.0 mm, mainly subrounded quartz and some
varicolored rock fragments. Color is pinkish grey, dry
(7.SYR 7/2), or light brown, wet (7.SYR 6/4). About 2 feet
below 8-1-89 S.
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STABLE ISOTOPE COMPOSITIONS OF CALCAREOUS PALEOSOLS

OGALLALA GROUP GRAVEL AT VAN PELT RANCH
(SITE 3)

NWIA NEIA NWIA Sec. 25, T81N, R56W Banner Co. Neb.
Coarse, cemented, cross-bedded Ogallala Group gravel with
many Rocky Mountain derived lithologies overlying calichefied Brule Formation.

subrounded to subangular, up to 1.0 cm diameter. Consists
mainly of quartz, feldspar and varicolored rock fragments.
Fizzes in HC1. No rhizoliths. A few scattered soft, white
calcareous fragments or nodules. Color of cemented matrix
is pinkish white (7.5YR 8/2). About 5 feet above contact
with Brule Fm.

8-1-89 X (HORIZON V22)
8-1-89 U (HORIZON V21)
Pebbly gravel, cross-bedded, moderately indurated.
Largest siliclasts are about 0.5 cm and are abundant. Mostly
subrounded to angular, -varicolored clasts of quartz, feldspar
and rock fragments. Pebbly grains are clast supported. A
few soft, rounded mud balls (Brule Fm?). Fizzes vigorously
with cold dilute HC 1. Color of cemented matrix is light grey
(lOYR 7/1). Surfaces exposed to weathering are pitted and
darker grey. No visible rhizoliths. About 15 feet above contact with Brule Formation.

8-1-89 V (HORIZON V21)
Cross-bedded, moderately cemented medium to coarse
sand. Siliclastic grains are subrounded to subangular, consisting mainly of quartz, feldspar and varicolored rock fragments. Fizzes vigorously with cold dillute HC I. Color of
cemented matrix is pinkish white (7.5YR 8/2). No visible
rhizoliths. About 10 feet above contact with Brule Fm.

Strongly indurated, massive calcrete in Brul!: Fm. Structureless except for a few thin rhizoliths. Rhizoliths are more
visible at outcrop scale. Siliclasts are very fine sand and/or
silt, barely visible with lOX hand lens. Some clasts are dark
specks, too fine to be identified. Color is light grey (lOYR
712). Structure appears blocky at outcrop scale. About 1 foot
below contact with Ogallala.

8-1-89 Y (HORIZON V22)
Weakly cemented, massive Brule Formation caliche,
some distinct, fine white rhizoliths. Fizzes moderately with
HC 1. Siliclast grains are very fine sand to silt, too fine to
identify. Color is very pale brown (lOYR 7/3). Rhizoliths
are found only on natural fracture surfaces in Brule. Fresh
fractures show no rhizoliths. About 2 feet below 8-1-89 X.

8-1-89 Z (HORIZON V22)
8-1-89 W (HORIZON V21)
Cross-bedded, moderately to weakly cemented, somewhat friable, pebbly coarse sand to gravel. Silidasts are

Dense, hard, massive caliche nodule from Brule Formation. A few scattered rhizoliths present. Siliclasts are very
fine sand to silt, too small for identification. Color is light
grey (2.5Y 712). About 2 feet below 8-1-89 Y.
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